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Diverse background and wide-ranging expertise in the realm of Healthcare and 
Information Technology. It is goal to continue to learn and lend knowledge, 
providing value and meaningful impact on both an organization level as well as a 
personal one.

JANUARY 1999 – JANUARY 2002
ASSISTANT PRODUCT SUPPORT ENGINEER - ABC CORPORATION

 Answered, evaluated and prioritized incoming telephone, voice mail, and 
internal requests for assistance from users working in hospital environments.

 Included hardware, software, networking, customer service, and other 
computer-related technologies.

 Lead user through diagnostic procedure to determine source of errors.
 Setup networks remotely using RAS and Pcanywhere.
 Remotely uploaded drivers, proprietary software, patches and VB scripts to 

hospitals, regarding troubleshooting, upgrades and system failures.
 Worked with field Engineers, configuring, troubleshooting and maintaining 

hospital Interfaces (HBOC, Cerner, Omega, Meditech, Reflections, Pharmakon, 
and SMS).

 Worked with Pharmacy staff and Hospital Information Departments on the 
clinical end to interface Meditech with Pyxis proprietary systems, in the areas of
data importing, screen scraping, reporting and development of connect string 
variables.

1998 – 1999
PRODUCT SUPPORT ENGINEER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Provided comprehensive technical support for Tecplots full suite of 
visualization/analysis software Wrote and debugged python and macro scripts to
.

 Mini-Hybrid(TM) Cooling Packages and WP29 Brushless Pumps -Calibrations 
Management for field service items -Root cause and analysis for field service .

 Coordinated and oversaw 5+ wood and aluminum door fire certification tests by
collaborating with Warnock Hersey and Underwriters Laboratories to .

 Worked closely with R&amp;D, Sales, Marketing, and Applications Engineering 
to continuously improve the quality and usability of Measurement Studio and .

 Supported the entire technical testing (Final assembly stage) duties including 
but not limited to troubleshooting the fiber optic signal generator, .

 Additionally, I edited the internal technical manuals for the technicians and 
support crew, maintained an ESD free work environment, and enforced .

 Test equipment used include multi-meters, scopes, spectrum analyzers, signal 
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generators etc, As supporting engineer I was involved in hands on .

EDUCATION

Wildlife Conservation Ecology, Minor Biology, Emphasis in Entomology in Biology
- 1993(University of Delaware - Newark, DE)

SKILLS

PACS, DICOM, HL7, Networks, HIS, EMR, RIS, GE Centricity, FUJI PACS, PowerScribe, 
Epic Radiant, Cerner.
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